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 engoku01 Awesome idea! I have some friends who are looking for cool GTA ideas and I'll share your post with them. It's really
good if I didn't know you. Thank you again. Good luck in your future too. 2013-05-27 09:16 AM BlueJames This is such an
awesome project and I am curious how much are the PSP versions taking in? I heard they get up to $20.00 on Amazon. I just
need to know if the plugin works with good. 2013-04-02 04:03 AM nazlocke Just an update for those who might have missed
the last note about the Portable Gta IV Patch 1.0.3.0. When the plugin arrived on the Atari age site, it was a conversion of the

last Xbox360 and GBA version, and was released for those not owning those devices. But since all our GTAs are now PSPs, and
with the recent release of the GTA IV patch 1.0.3.0, that means those of us who do own Xbox360s, and PS3s can play gta iv

with the plugin, as well as all those other people like me who has never owned a gameboy, but now has a PS3 and a PSP. So all
in all this awesome project made me a happy GTA player, and has granted me a mod for playing Gta IV with my PSP! Also i'll
have to warn you guys to not get too excited about the file size, cause my PSP is at 128mb and the file is 1.3GB and it's still a
copy off of the main game. I'm not sure if there is a way to make it smaller or not, but I'll keep my eyes open, cause the file is
already so big. But I just thought I'd let you guys know that this is awesome! Keep up the good work! 2013-03-12 10:54 PM

RedBeard Thanks for the tutorial! We just bought a PSP to play GTA 4 on and I saw this and thought it'd be nice to have a way
to play Gta 4 on the psp. Thanks again! 2013-03-06 01:40 AM SirLame im working on a game for the atari age, im not sure of

the file size yet but should be ok at best. the button for the game is 82157476af
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